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Executive Summary
The Boones Ferry Road Refinement Plan analyzed the original roadway improvement
concept envisioned in the Lake Grove Village Center (LGVC) Plan and determined that it
would enhance safety and efficiency for at least the next 25 years. The corridor will be safer
because it reduces potential conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians, enhances limited
pedestrian and bicycle facilities, and provides more efficient vehicle access to key
destinations. Long-term local and regional growth can be served more effectively because
of the carrying capacity that is reclaimed by reducing mid-block access on Boones Ferry
Road.

Study Purpose
The Boones Ferry Road design adopted in the LGVC Plan was evaluated to understand how
well it will operate in the long-term, and to highlight circulation and safety issues that
require refinements to better meet plan objectives. This study focused on evaluating
mobility, safety, and accessibility along the Boones Ferry Road corridor and the adjoining
neighborhoods. Travel forecasts were made for each public street within the study area, and
were sensitive enough to detect potential intrusion into the surrounding neighborhoods.
These travel forecasts were used to assess long-term (2035) conditions along Boones Ferry
Road and within the adjoining neighborhoods.
The limits of this study were on Boones Ferry Road between Kruse Way and Madrona
Street. The Boones Ferry Road Refinement Plan represents another step in a process that
begun over 10 years ago to address safety and circulation concerns raised by the
community. This study focused on the traffic analysis and related technical evaluations
associated with refining the adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan. The next work phase
will prepare engineering plans, specifications and cost estimates to advance the project to
construction, along with an economic analysis of options for the community to finance the
improvement. Refinements recommended as part of the Boones Ferry Road Refinement
plan will be further examined in the next work phase.

Findings and Recommendations
The elements of the adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan that appear to not adequately
meet the demands of the non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle systems along the Boones
Ferry Road corridor and surrounding neighborhoods are summarized below.
Non- Motor Vehicle System
Deficiencies in the non-motor vehicle system include:
 Sidewalk connections from Boones Ferry Road to the surrounding neighborhoods
are lacking. Sidewalks or pathways should be added to all arterial and collector
roadways including Firwood Road-Bryant Road, Oakridge Road-Reese Road, and
DKS Associates, Inc. | Executive Summary 5
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Quarry Road to provide neighborhood connections to Boones Ferry Road and major
pedestrian activity centers such as the post office, schools, and large shopping
centers.
Pedestrian crossing opportunities at mid-block locations and signalized intersections
should be evaluated to provide the best pedestrian connectivity across Boones Ferry
Road.
Bicycle connections from Boones Ferry Road to the surrounding neighborhoods are
lacking. Bicycle lanes, or other provisions, should be added to arterial and collector
roadways where feasible including Firwood Road-Bryant Road, Oakridge RoadReese Road, and Quarry Road to provide neighborhood connections to Boones Ferry
Road.
Potential for decreased pedestrian safety at driveways. Driveways noted with the
greatest likelihood of conflicts between pedestrians and motor vehicles in 2035
should be evaluated for potential access or circulation improvements.

Motor Vehicle System
Deficiencies in the motor vehicle system include:
 The Boones Ferry Road / Bryant-Firwood Road is predicted to be heavily congested
by 2035. This intersection will create a bottleneck within the coordinated signals
along the Boones Ferry Road corridor.
 The Madrona Street approach to Boones Ferry Road will have excessive delays for
vehicles crossing or turning left onto Boones Ferry Road.
 The proposed traffic signal into Wizer’s Shopping Center serves very limited
functional uses, and will adversely affect the Bryant Road intersection because it is
so close.
 Adjustments to the storage length for turning pockets should be made to fit longterm demands. The most notable location is at the Firwood-Bryant Road where the
heavy left-turns from Boones Ferry Road onto Bryant Road stack up during peak
hours.
 Traffic volumes along neighborhood collectors and local streets in the Lake Forest,
Lake Grove, and Waluga Neighborhoods are expected to slightly increase with the
adopted LGVC plan. However, the difference in 2035 neighborhood traffic volumes
without the LGVC plan and with the LGVC plan is minimal, much of the traffic
increase will occur with or without it. Traffic calming and cut-through traffic
mitigation measures should be evaluated.
 With the provision of the median, providing customer access to businesses along the
corridor via U-turns, shared driveways, and inter-parcel circulation through
easements and circulating roadways or alley-ways is essential. Opportunities need
to be identified for access to businesses via driveway consolidation, circulating
roadways or alleyways, or provision of U-turns. Several mid-block businesses south
of the proposed Wizer’s Shopping Center have limited access east of Boones Ferry
Road.
6 Executive Summary | DKS Associates, Inc.
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Trucks traveling southbound on Boones Ferry Road do not have a location within the
study corridor to turnaround without impacting residential neighborhoods.
Opportunities need to be identified for a signalized public street turnaround for large
trucks at the south end of the study corridor to prevent trucks from utilizing
residential streets.
To address the deficiencies of the non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle systems along the
Boones Ferry Road corridor with the adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan, potential
refinements were identified. The following summarizes the preferred and other potential
mitigations to be considered for each segment of the Boones Ferry Road corridor. The
preferred and other potential mitigations were developed with consideration of the analysis
conducted for the Boones Ferry Road corridor and surrounding neighborhoods.

Madrona Street to Firwood Road-Bryant Road
Recommended mitigations and other possible refinements to the adopted Lake Grove
Village Center Plan between Madrona Street and Firwood Road-Bryant Road are outlined
below.
Recommended Refinements
 Add traffic signal at Madrona Street, and remove the planned traffic signal at Wizer’s
Shopping Center (Driveway #40), serving shopping center and bank.
Adding a signal, a left turn pocket on southbound Boones Ferry Road and allowing
U-turns will provide business access to properties on the east side of Boones Ferry
Road that would lack access with the signal at Wizer’s Shopping Center (Driveway
#40). The signal at Madrona helps alleviate local access issues, improves intersection
operations, offers another signalized pedestrian crossing, and provides greater
spacing between the Firwood-Bryant Road intersection. The intersection is expected
to operate with a v/c of 0.57 and LOS A with the signal.
With the signal, traffic volumes on Madrona Street and Waluga Drive actually
decrease overall. While the signal increases traffic making lefts to northbound
Boones Ferry Road from Madrona Street, it is countered with a decrease in
southbound Boones Ferry Road traffic turning right onto Madrona Street. This is
traffic originating at the former Wizer’s Shopping Center signal that is now using
Bryant Road/Firwood Road to get to Waluga Drive.


Plan for backage road generally aligned along the back side of commercial
properties between Madrona Street and Bryant Road, opposite Sunset Drive; this
new facility would require property dedication and cross-easements amongst
commercial property owners.
The backage road could function as an alley or local street. It would provide a
location for southbound large trucks to turn around to access businesses on the east
side of Boones Ferry Road. It could also provide an opportunity to consolidate
driveways on Boones Ferry Road, with potential new accesses on the backage road
for businesses south of the Wizer’s Shopping Center. The backage road would also
DKS Associates, Inc. | Executive Summary 7
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ease congestion at the Firwood Road-Bryant Road / Boones Ferry Road intersection.
Traffic on Bryant Road to and from southbound Boones Ferry Road could use this
connection to the new Madrona Street signal instead of using the congested
Firwood Road-Bryant Road / Boones Ferry Road intersection.
Add a second left turn pocket for southbound Boones Ferry Road onto Bryant Road,
and extend northbound left turn pocket.
This improves the operations at the intersection to a v/c of 0.79 and LOS C, and will
allow for modification of the traffic signal to operate more efficiently. It also reduces
the bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the left turn
lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The second left turn pocket
requires a drop lane to be added to eastbound Bryant Road to handle the dual left
turn lanes, and would require curb radius modifications at the northeast corner of
the intersection to allow for U-turns for the inside left turn pocket lane. The drop
lane will end about 150 feet south of the alley.
The required storage length of the dual southbound left turn lanes is 275 feet, and
the northbound left turn pocket is 200 feet. This refinement could have right-of-way
implications at the northeast corner of the intersection, and south side of Bryant
Road.



Provide deceleration lane for northbound Boones Ferry Road into Wizer’s shopping
center; would require closure of existing driveway (Driveway #40, near Starbucks)
and reconfiguration of parking lot layout.
This would serve the high motor vehicle volumes turning into this driveway, allowing
vehicles to slow down in a lane separate from through traffic before they make the
turn. This improves safety and delay on Boones Ferry Road as through traffic does
not have to slow down for turning vehicles, and improves pedestrian safety at the
driveway as vehicles will be slowing and have a better chance to notice a pedestrian.



Provide mid-block pedestrian crossing approximately 400 feet south of Bryant Road
(in place of the initially proposed traffic signal at Wizer’s Shopping Center); could be
a signal-controlled pedestrian crossing (HAWK signal- see page 29).
This would provide a legal pedestrian crossing opportunity between the Firwood
Road-Bryant Road and Madrona Street traffic signals, reducing the distance for a
pedestrian to travel out of way to cross. The traffic signal was replaced here because
it is to close and interferes with the Firwood-Bryant Road traffic signal, and serves to
few functional purposes.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 To better meet minimum congestion standards at Boones Ferry Road and Bryant
Road, consider widening Bryant Road approach to add separate left-turn pocket;
which will allow for modification of traffic signal to operate more efficiently. This
gives more traffic signal green time to Boones Ferry, which reduces congestion and
queuing. This could have right-of-way impact to the north side of Bryant Road.
8 Executive Summary | DKS Associates, Inc.
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Another alternative to be considered for the southbound left turn pocket on Boones
Ferry Road to Bryant Road is a single left turn lane on Boones Ferry Road,
lengthened to the required storage length of 500 feet. This will result in a narrower
median width to the north, and impact the pedestrian crossing at Quarry Road.
The last alternative to be considered for the southbound left turn pocket on Boones
Ferry Road to Bryant Road is also a dual left turn lane, but with the original median
width. This requires additional widening along Boones Ferry Road to the north to
accommodate the second left turn lane. Shifting tapers would also be required to
move the southbound through lanes to the north for the length of the dual left turn
lanes. This would impact all of the property owners on the west side of Boones Ferry
Road between the Wizer’s shopping center driveway to the south, and Oakridge
Road to the north. The second left turn pocket requires a drop lane to be added to
eastbound Bryant Road to handle the dual left turn lanes, and will end about 150 feet
south of the alley. There could also be impacts to the property owners along the
south side of Bryant Road. Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c in the appendix show the three
concepts for the southbound left turn pocket to Bryant Road.
Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Waluga
Drive and Firwood Road to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in the surrounding
neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be there with or
without the LGVC plan.
Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Firwood Road-Bryant Road to provide
pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding neighborhoods to Boones
Ferry Road.

Firwood Road-Bryant Road to Reese Road-Oakridge Road
The recommended mitigations and other possible refinements to the adopted Lake Grove
Village Center Plan between Firwood Road-Bryant Road and Oakridge Road-Reese Road
are discussed below.
Recommended Refinements:
 Extend the existing alleyway east of Boones Ferry Road (north of Bryant Road) to
adjacent properties to the north.
Plan for an extension of the existing alleyway east of Boones Ferry Road to serve
more properties; consolidate driveways onto Boones Ferry Road as properties redevelop. While it would be desirable to extend the alleyway to Reese Road for motor
vehicle circulation purposes, neighbors are opposed to this, and so the alleyway is
only proposed to be extended to provide alternative access to businesses and not to
Reese Road.


Consolidate driveways and provide inter-parcel circulation on the west side of
Boones Ferry Road at the planned McDonalds signal.
Plan for circulating roadways and driveway connections west of the planned
McDonald’s signal to give more businesses direct access to the signal, and decrease
DKS Associates, Inc. | Executive Summary 9
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the number of driveways on Boones Ferry Road. This will require easements
between the businesses on the west side of Boones Ferry Road at the planned
McDonald’s signal.


Extend northbound and southbound left turn pockets at Oakridge Road-Reese Road.
This reduces bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the
left turn lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The required
storage length of the both the northbound and southbound left turn lanes is 200
feet.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Quarry
Road, and Oakridge Road-Reese Road to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in
the surrounding neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be
there with or without the LGVC plan.
 Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Quarry Road, and Oakridge RoadReese Road to provide pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding
neighborhoods to Boones Ferry Road.
 Consider signal-controlled HAWK signals (see page 29) for the planned mid-block
pedestrian crossings north of Quarry Road, and between the planned McDonald’s
signal and Reese Road-Oakridge Road.

Reese Road-Oakridge Road to Kruse Way
A discussion of the recommended mitigations and other possible refinements to the
adopted Lake Grove Village Plan between Oakridge Road-Reese Road and Kruse Way are
discussed below.
Recommended Refinements:
 Extend northbound left turn pocket at Mercantile Drive.
This reduces bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the
left turn lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The required
storage length of the northbound left turn lanes is 200 feet.


Provide deceleration lane for southbound Boones Ferry Road into the post office;
would likely require acquisition of commercial property immediately north of post
office.
This would serve the high motor vehicle volumes turning into this driveway, allowing
vehicles to slow down in a lane separate from through traffic before they make the
turn. This improves safety and delay on Boones Ferry Road as through traffic does
not have to slow down for turning vehicles, and improves pedestrian safety at the
driveway as vehicles will be slowing and have a better chance to notice a pedestrian.
The deceleration lane would likely impact the building located on the property to the
north of the post office.
10 Executive Summary | DKS Associates, Inc.
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Consider a signal-controlled HAWK (see page 29) signal for the planned mid-block
pedestrian crossing at Red Cedar Way.
This would improve the safety of pedestrians crossing Boones Ferry Road with the
high traffic volumes, and would only affect traffic when a pedestrian wants to cross.
The location of this mid-block pedestrian crossing to the school means more school
aged kids could be using it.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 Modify vehicle access at west leg of new Lanewood Street intersection, to allow for
two-way circulation for approximately 100 feet. This will provide vehicle circulation
behind commercial properties to the north, and connect to Douglas Way.
 Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Lanewood
Street, and Douglas Way to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in the
surrounding neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be there
with or without the LGVC plan.
 Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Lanewood Street, and Douglas Way to
provide pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding neighborhoods to
Boones Ferry Road and Lake Grove Elementary School.

DKS Associates, Inc. | Executive Summary 11
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Transportation Evaluation
This chapter describes the short and long-term transportation conditions within the study
corridor, including an evaluation of the existing and future non-motor vehicle and motor
vehicle systems. All travel modes were inventoried and assessed to understand how the
adopted Lake Grove Village Plan for the corridor can better meet the needs of the City of
Lake Oswego and the surrounding neighborhoods.

Existing Corridor Conditions
This section describes transportation conditions within the study area, including an
overview of the study area, an inventory of existing facilities, an evaluation of the recent
crash history, and an analysis of operating conditions. This assessment is a baseline for
comparison to the future conditions analysis and aids in the identification of opportunities
and constraints when evaluating potential refinements to the adopted concept plan for the
corridor. For the purposes of this study, Boones Ferry Road was considered a north to south
route, and all crossroads were considered east to west routes.
The study area is located in the Lake Grove Village Town Center within the City of Lake
Oswego, east of Interstate 5. The study corridor consists of Boones Ferry Road between
Kruse Way and Madrona Street to the south as shown in Figure 1, and includes portions of
the Lake Grove, Waluga and Lake Forest neighborhoods. A map of the neighborhoods in
the study area is included in the appendix.
Ten intersections along the Boones Ferry Road corridor were selected for traffic operational
analysis, listed from the southern limit of the corridor to the northern limit.











Boones Ferry Road / Madrona Street
Boones Ferry Road / Bryant Road - Firwood Road
Boones Ferry Road / Quarry Road
Boones Ferry Road / Oakridge Road - Reese Road
Boones Ferry Road / Lanewood Street
Boones Ferry Road / Douglas Way
Boones Ferry Road / Red Cedar Way
Boones Ferry Road / Collins Way
Boones Ferry Road / Mercantile Drive
Boones Ferry Road / Kruse Way
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The effective operation of these intersections and their ability to provide access for adjacent
businesses impacts not just the corridor itself, but local circulation and traffic experienced in
the adjacent roadway and neighborhoods.
In addition, traffic counts were taken at all of the private driveways along the corridor, and
on several neighborhood streets on either side of Boones Ferry Road to better understand
the local circulation and property access activity.
Transportation Facilities Inventory
The following sections describe the existing transportation facilities within the Boones Ferry
Road study corridor for motor vehicle, pedestrian, bicycle, and transit modes of travel.
Pedestrian and Bicycle
There are existing sidewalks on both sides of Boones Ferry Road from Madrona Street to
Kruse Way. The width of the sidewalk generally varies from 5 to 8 feet. While there are
sidewalks on both sides of Boones Ferry Road through the study corridor, there is a lack of
safe pedestrian crossings. Marked and controlled crosswalks are only available at the four
signalized intersections, Kruse Way, Mercantile Drive, Oakridge Road - Reese Road, and
Bryant Road - Firwood Road. The distance between these signalized pedestrian crossing
opportunities is more than a quarter mile through most of the study corridor. The exception
is between Mercantile Drive and Kruse Way, where signals are about 500 feet apart. Table 1
summarizes the pedestrian signal crossing opportunities.
DKS Associates, Inc. | Transportation Evaluation 13
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Table 1: Signalized Pedestrian Crossing Opportunities
Crosswalks Provided
(by leg of intersection)

Distance to nearest signal
crossing

Boones Ferry Road at
Bryant Road – Firwood Road

East, north and south legs

1,800 feet to the south
1,300 feet to the north

Boones Ferry Road at
Oakridge Road - Reese Road

East, north and south legs

Intersection

Boones Ferry Road at Mercantile Drive

North and west legs

1,300 feet to the south
1,500 feet to the north
1,500 feet to the south
500 feet to the north

Boones Ferry Road at Kruse Way

West and south legs

500 feet to the south
500 feet to the north

In addition, an uncontrolled crosswalk is located on the north leg of the Boones Ferry Road /
Quarry Road intersection. There are no marked crosswalks at any of the other uncontrolled
study intersections. The relative level of pedestrian demand for Boones Ferry Road
crossings and locations of marked crosswalks are identified in Figure 2. Pedestrian counts
for the PM peak hour at each study intersection are illustrated in the Appendix. The highest
pedestrian activity occurred in the north end of the corridor, at Mercantile Drive and Red
Cedar Way with 30 to 40 pedestrians in a one-hour period. The demand for a crosswalk near
Red Cedar Way is evident, as 34 pedestrians were observed crossing Boones Ferry Road at
an unmarked crossing.
There are no dedicated bicycle lanes within the study area. As a result, bicyclists must share
travel lanes with motorists. PM peak hour bicycle counts are shown for in the appendix for
each study intersection. The bicycle volumes per intersection are generally two or less,
indicating very low bicycle activity within the study area. The low bicycle activity may be
due to the lack of dedicated bike lanes in the area.
Transit
Transit service is provided in the City of Lake Oswego by Tri-County Metropolitan
Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet). Within the study area TriMet bus route 37-Lake
Grove runs along Boones Ferry Road connecting the Tualatin Park-and-Ride and Lake
Oswego Transit Center. This route provides service only on weekdays and operates from
approximately 7 AM to 6 PM with headways ranging from 40 to 60 minutes. The location of
route 37 bus stops and bus stop identification numbers within the study area are illustrated
in the appendix. The study area bus stops are generally located near signalized crosswalks,
as shown in Figure 2.
In addition to the fixed-route service, TriMet offers a LIFT Program for persons who are
unable to use Tri-Met buses or MAX because of a disability. LIFT has served the tri-county
area since 1976 with the goal of offering safe and dependable transportation. LIFT policies
and procedures are developed within the guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) rules, and are reviewed by the Committee on Accessible Transportation (CAT), a
citizens’ advisory committee to the TriMet Board. Persons are eligible for LIFT service if
they have a physical or mental disability which prevents them from independently using
14 Transportation Evaluation | DKS Associates, Inc.
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TriMet buses or the MAX. Individuals must apply for LIFT service and meet eligibility
requirements before being able to utilize the service.
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Motor Vehicle
Field inventories were conducted to determine the characteristics of major roadways in the
study area. Data collected included posted speed limits, roadway lanes, geometry and lane
configurations. These characteristics define roadway capacity and operating speeds
through the corridor. The results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Roadway Inventory Characteristics
Posted
Speed

Lane
Widths
(feet)

Right of way
Width (feet)

On-Street
Parking

Roadway

Functional Classification1

Boones Ferry Rd

Major Arterial

30

12

60-85

No

Bryant Rd

Major Collector

25

10-12

40

Yes

Collins Way

Local Street

25

9

18

No

Douglas Way

Local Street

25

9-12

40

No

Firwood Rd

Neighborhood Collector

25

10-12

50

No

Kruse Way

Major Arterial

25-35

12-15

110-135

No

Lanewood St

Local Street

25

12

40

No

Madrona St

Local Street

25

9

30

No

Mercantile Way

Local Street

25

12

42

No

Oakridge Rd

Neighborhood Collector

25

10-12

45

No

Quarry Rd

Neighborhood Collector

25

10-15

40

No

Red Cedar Way

Local Street

25

12-15

40

Yes

Reese Rd

Neighborhood Collector

25

10-12

50

Yes

Truck Freight
Efficient truck movement plays a vital role in the economical movement of raw materials
and finished products. The designation of through truck routes provides for this efficient
movement while maintaining neighborhood livability, public safety, and minimizing
maintenance costs of the roadway system. Within the study area, City of Lake Oswego has
identified Boones Ferry Road and Kruse Way as designated truck routes2.
Heavy vehicle (truck) volumes were collected as part of the intersection turn movement
counts and were used in motor vehicle operations calculations. Truck volumes and
percentages at the study intersections are listed in Table 3.

1
2

City of Lake Oswego Transportation System Plan July 1997, Figure 3-1
City of Lake Oswego Transportation System Plan July 1997, Figure 3-8
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Table 3: PM Peak Hour Truck Volume
Truck Volume

Truck Percent of All
Vehicular Traffic

Boones Ferry Rd / Madrona St

11

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Bryant Rd - Firwood Rd

24

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Quarry Rd

23

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Reese Rd - Oakridge Rd

22

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Lanewood St

18

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Douglas Way

16

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Red Cedar Way

18

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Collins way

16

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Mercantile Dr

16

1%

Boones Ferry Rd / Kruse Way

36

1%

Intersection

Traffic Volumes
An inventory of peak hour traffic conditions was performed in the April, 2009 as part of the
Boones Ferry Road Refinement Plan. Ten study intersections where selected for analysis
and forty-six additional turn movement counts were conducted on driveways along Boones
Ferry Road. The count locations were chosen in coordination with the City of Lake Oswego
in order to address noted areas of concern.
Study Intersections
Manual turn movement counts were conducted for all the study area intersections during
the weekday evening (4-6 PM) peak period.3 The study intersection counts were used to
derive a common peak hour between 4:25 PM-5:25 PM. Because all the counts were not
collected on the same day, volumes were balanced to show a reasonable amount of
variation in inflows and outflows between intersections given the high number of access
points along the corridor. The balanced and rounded existing conditions PM peak hour
traffic volumes for the study intersections are shown in Figure 3. Vehicle volumes on Boones
Ferry Road range from 1,600 to 2,900 during the busiest weekday hour. Vehicle volumes on
neighborhood streets (Table 4) range from 50 (Collins Way) to 420 (Firwood Road) during
the busiest weekday hour. The manual turn movement counts provide a basis for analyzing
existing problem areas as well as establishing a base condition for future monitoring.

3

Manual turn movement counts collected in April 2009
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Table 4: Side Street Motor Vehicle Volumes at Boones Ferry Road
Roadway
Madrona St
Bryant Rd

PM Peak Hour Volume
at Boones Ferry Road
80
1,200

Firwood Rd

420

Quarry Rd

180

Oakridge Rd

350

Reese Rd

290

Lanewood St

200

Douglas Way

120

Red Cedar Way

80

Collins Way

50

Mercantile Way

320

Kruse Way
Alleyway (East of Bryant Road)

1,900
120

Driveway Access Volumes
As was done with study intersections, manual turn movement counts were conducted for all
46 of the study area driveways on a weekday afternoon between 4 -6 PM in April, 2009. The
PM peak hour traffic volumes for the study area driveways are included in the appendix. The
relative demand of motor vehicle traffic in and out of driveways is illustrated in Figure 4.
Nearly 80% of all motor vehicle turns on the corridor during the PM peak hour occur at
intersections with public streets. However, outside of the four signalized traffic
intersections, 70% of the remaining turns occur at driveways.
Nearly half of all driveway turns (46%) occur at six of the 46 driveways (Driveway 14, 28, 31,
38, 40, 45), and nearly 80% of the turns occur at one third of the driveways. The lowest
volume intersections (16 of 46) contribute just 5% of driveway turns in the corridor during
the PM peak hour.
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Safety Analysis
Three years of the most recent collision data available (2005-2007) was obtained from
ODOT, and used to evaluate the crash history for the study corridor. To identify potential
deficiencies, crash rates for the entire Boones Ferry Road study corridor and study
intersections were analyzed to identify patterns or trends.
Roadway Segment Crash Analysis
The crash rate identifying the number of incidents per million vehicle-miles traveled for the
Boones Ferry Road study corridor was calculated and compared to statewide average crash
rates for similar facilities. The statewide average rate was obtained from ODOT’s 2007 State
Highway Crash Rate Tables.4 Highway sections analyzed in these tables are categorized by
area type (e.g., urban city, suburban, rural) and functional classification to provide a basis
for comparison between various facilities. For comparison against statewide averages,
Boones Ferry Road was classified as a non-freeway principal arterial through an urban city
area. The crash rates through the study corridor are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Crash Rate by Boones Ferry Road Segment (2005-2007)

Roadway Segment
Madrona St to Bryant Rd
Bryant Rd to Reese Road
Reese Rd to Lanewood St
Lanewood St to Kruse Way

Total
Crashes

Average
Daily Traffic

Segment
Length (miles)

Crash Rate
(MVM)

Statewide Average
Crash Rate (MVM)

24
29
8
27

16,300
24,800
23,700
26,000

0.19
0.25
0.13
0.29

7.05
4.29
2.32
3.27

2.37
2.37
2.37
2.37

Note: MVM = crash rate per million vehicle miles
Bolded Red shading indicates the statewide average crash rate has been exceeded

The crash rates experienced on most segments of Boones Ferry Road are higher than the
statewide average. It should be noted that the study segments are shorter than a mile in
length, which often results in inflated crash rates especially when the segment contains one
or more high-volume intersections. The number of access points along the Boones Ferry
Road study corridor may be a major contributor to the high crash rate.
For a further examination of crashes along the Boones Ferry Road study corridor, the
individual crash types were examined to see if any patterns would emerge. Figure 5 breaks
down the crash types and severities experienced, with amounts of each shown. Most
crashes involved rear-end (47%) or turning (31%) collisions. Injuries were involved in about
32% of the collisions although crash severities are typically low, with approximately 91% of
all crashes involving only property damage or minor injuries. There were no fatalities and
severe injuries accounted for only 1% of the collisions.

4

2007 State Highway Crash Rate Tables (September 2008). Retrieved June 2009 from Oregon Dept.
Transportation website: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TDATA/car/CAR_Publications.shtml
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Figure 5: Collision Type and Severity (2005-2007)
Rear End, 41

Fixed Obj, 1

PDO
68%

BACK, 2
Sideswipe-M,
2

INJ C
23%

Sideswipe-O,
10
Angle, 5

INJ B
8%

Turning, 27

INJ A
1%

Intersection Crash Analysis
Crash rates at study intersections were calculated to identify problem areas in need of
mitigation. The total number of crashes experienced at an intersection is typically
proportional to the number of vehicles entering it, therefore, a crash rate describing the
frequency of crashes per million entering vehicles (MEV) is used to determine if the number
of crashes should be considered high. Using this technique, a crash rate of 1.0 MEV or
greater is commonly used to identify when further investigation is warranted. As shown in
Table 6, crash rates calculated at all study intersections are well below this threshold,
indicating the frequency of crashes is typical for the volume of traffic served. Figure 6
illustrates the classification of each intersection by Higher, Moderate, or Lower crash rates.
Table 6: Intersection Crash Rates
Crash Type

Crash Severity

Total

Rearend

Turn

Angle

Others

Fatal

Injury

PDO

Crash
Rate
(MEV)

Madrona St
Bryant Rd - Firwood Rd

3
24

1
9

1
9

1
2

0
4

0
0

1
10

2
14

0.16
0.81

Quarry Rd
Reese Rd - Oakridge Rd

1
13

1
6

0
3

0
1

0
3

0
0

0
2

1
11

0.04
0.48

Lanewood St

4

3

1

0

0

0

2

2

0.15

Douglas Way

5

2

2

0

1

0

3

2

0.19

Red Cedar Way

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0.04

Collins Way

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0.08

Mercantile Dr

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

0.08

Kruse Way

16

11

0

1

4

0

2

14

0.42

Boones Ferry Road
Intersection at

Notes:

PDO = Property damage only
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Driveway and Pedestrian Conflicts
The potential for conflicts between pedestrians and motor vehicles entering a driveway was
evaluated during the PM peak hour. By identifying locations where pedestrian and motor
vehicles have a higher likelihood of conflict; the impacts of future changes to access and
circulation can be better evaluated. Table 7 identifies motor vehicle and pedestrian volumes
and classifies driveways by Higher, Moderate and Lower conflict potential. The
classification is based on the combined volume of crossing pedestrians and motor vehicles
entering into the driveway during the PM peak hour. Figure 7 illustrates the conflict
potential for both driveways and unsignalized public street intersections with Boones Ferry
Road, using the same classification. The locations with the highest potential to experience
conflicts between motor vehicles and pedestrians are located at Lanewood Street, and
driveway numbers 14 (Post Office entrance north of Oakridge Drive) and 40 (Starbucks
Coffee location south of Bryant Road).
Table 7: Driveway Motor Vehicle - Pedestrian Conflict Potential (PM Peak Hour)

Pedestrians

Incoming Motor
Vehicles

Total Pedestrians
and Incoming Motor
Vehicles

Conflict Potential

14

3

138

141

Higher

40

2

82

84

Higher

28

6

58

64

Moderate

32

3

55

58

Moderate

45

1

38

39

Moderate

31

0

45

45

Moderate

38

2

33

35

Lower

25

3

30

33

Lower

39

2

29

31

Lower

33

4

26

30

Lower

30

4

22

26

Lower

11

1

20

21

Lower

7

4

10

14

Lower

18

3

9

12

Lower

41

1

0

1

Lower

Driveway
Number
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Access Management
Access Management is a broad set of techniques that balance the need to provide efficient,
safe, and timely travel with the ability to allow access to individual destinations. Proper
implementation of access management techniques will promote reduced congestion,
reduced accident rates, less need for additional highway capacity, conservation of energy,
and reduced air pollution. This section discusses the density of access points along the study
corridor.
Access Spacing Standards
To support the function and safety of roadways, minimum spacing standards have been
identified for traffic signals, public intersections, private driveways and raised median
openings. Minimum signal spacing of ¼ mile has been identified for arterials in central
business districts (CBD) and regional center (RC) as well as Metro-designated Main Streets.
Arterials in other areas and major collectors have a ½ mile signal spacing standard, while
local and neighborhood streets have no signal spacing standard identified. Intersection and
median opening spacing is identified in Table 8. Because Boones Ferry Road is designated
by Metro as a Main Street, it has no identified minimum spacing standards for driveway and
median openings and minimum ¼ mile spacing for traffic signals in the study area.
Table 8: Access Spacing Guidelines

5

Minimum Spacing (feet)
Public
Intersection

Private
Intersection

Median Opening

Major Arterial – Urban

600

300

600

Major or Minor Arterial – CBD / RC

NA

NA

NA

Minor Arterial – Urban

300

200

300

Major Collector

200

150

NA

Neighborhood Collector

150

100

NA

Roadway Functional Class

Existing Access Spacing
There is a high concentration of access points along the study corridor. To demonstrate the
changes in the density of access spacing, the corridor was divided into four segments. Table
9 identifies the location, length, and the current average access spacing of each segment.
The highest concentration of driveways is located along the segment between Oakridge
Road / Reese Road and Firwood Road / Bryant Road. The average spacing for the entire
corridor is 150 feet, which is shorter than typical for a major arterial. Major arterials often
have a minimum spacing of 300 to 600 feet between access points (as identified in Table 9).

5

City of Lake Oswego Transportation System Plan July 1997, Table 3-2
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Table 9: Existing Access Spacing

Corridor Segment
Kruse Way to Red Cedar Way
Red Cedar Way to Oakridge Road –
Reese Road
Oakridge Road - Reese Road to
Firwood Road - Bryant Road
Firwood Road - Bryant Road to
Madrona Street
Total

Segment
Length
(feet)

Driveway
Access

Public
Street
Access

Total
Access
Points

Average
Spacing
(feet)

Relative
Access
Density

800

3

4

7

230

Lower

1200

12

4

16

150

Moderate

1300

19

3

22

120

Higher

1000

12

1

13

155

Moderate

4300

46

12

58

150

-

Operational Analysis
To determine the quality of motor vehicle traffic operations along the study corridor, the
previously noted data describing the transportation system design and usage was analyzed
to determine the performance of study intersections. Existing speed and travel time data
was also collected. The methodology used and results obtained are described below.
Mobility Standards
The mobility standards for the study intersections are set by both Metro and the City of
Lake Oswego. All study intersections in the Boones Ferry Road study corridor are under the
City of Lake Oswego jurisdiction, but since the corridor is designated by Metro as a Town
Center, and a Main Street, the mobility standards in the Oregon Highway Plan apply.
The City of Lake Oswego identifies a minimum acceptable level of service6 standard of “E”
during peak hour periods for arterials and major collectors. Level of service (LOS) is used as
a measure of effectiveness for intersection operations. It is similar to a "report card" rating
based upon average vehicle delay. LOS A, B and C indicate conditions where vehicles can
move freely. LOS D and E are progressively worse. LOS F represents conditions where
traffic volumes exceed the capacity of a specific movement, in the case of unsignalized
intersections, or an entire intersection, in the case of signalized control, resulting in long
queues and delays. When LOS approaches E or F, motorist using the intersection will
experience significant delay to travel through the intersection.
In addition, Metro identifies a maximum acceptable volume to capacity (V/C) ratio of 1.1 for
town centers and main streets7 during PM peak periods. The volume to capacity (V/C) ratio
is used as a measure of the adequacy of an intersection geometry and capacity. This V/C
ratio provides a good indication of whether the physical geometry design features provide
sufficient capacity for the intersection. A V/C ratio of 1.0 indicates that an intersection is
operating at capacity. When the V/C ratio approaches 1.0, motorists using the intersection
will experience significant delay to travel through the intersection.

6
7

City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, 12-2
1999 Oregon Highway Plan, Table 7
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Intersection Operations
Analysis of existing conditions at study intersections was performed using Synchro, which
utilizes the level of service and volume to capacity ratio analysis methodologies outlined in
the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual8. The analysis was performed using the existing p.m.
peak hour volumes, and field inventory data. The calculated V/C ratios and LOS are
compared to adopted mobility standards to identify deficiencies under existing conditions.
Table 10 summarizes the operational analysis results for the study intersections under
existing conditions. The relative level of intersection delay experienced at each intersection
is also identified in Figure 3. Level of service descriptions and calculations are provided in
the appendix.
Table 10: Existing 2009 Intersection Performance
Intersection Performance
Intersection

Average Delay
(Seconds)

Volume to Capacity
(V/C)

Level of
Service

Signalized
Boones Ferry Rd / Bryant Rd-Firwood Rd

29.9

0.80

C

Boones Ferry Rd / Reese Rd-Oakridge Rd

15.7

0.64

B

Boones Ferry Rd / Mercantile Dr

10.4

0.56

B

Boones Ferry Rd / Kruse Way

19.3

0.65

B

Unsignalized
Boones Ferry Rd / Madrona St

22.0

0.27

A/C

Boones Ferry Rd / Quarry Rd

18.0

0.42

A/C

Boones Ferry Rd / Lanewood St

70.0

0.62

A/F

Boones Ferry Rd / Douglas Way

23.0

0.53

A/C

Boones Ferry Rd / Red Cedar Way

75.3

0.45

A/F

Boones Ferry Rd / Collins Way

119.7

0.52

A/F

Notes: Delay (signalized) = Average control delay in seconds for entire intersection; delay (unsignalized) =
Highest minor street approach delay in seconds; A / B = Major Street LOS / Minor Street LOS

All study intersections operate within the performance standards identified. Three
unsignalized intersections experience LOS F on minor street approaches. However, these
are each classified as local streets and are therefore within acceptable performance
standards. The Boones Ferry Road intersection with Bryant Road / Firwood Road is the most
congested signalized intersection in the corridor during the PM peak hour. The traffic
volume is approaching the intersection capacity (V/C of 0.80). Previous studies have
indicated slightly higher volumes and a corresponding increase in congestion (LOS of D) at
the intersection. Volumes in 2009 have generally decreased relative to previous years as a
result of reduced activity during an economic downturn.

8

2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, 2000.
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Existing Travel Times
Travel times during the PM peak hour where field measured during a weekday afternoon in
July of 2009. Six travel runs were performed in each direction. The resulting average travel
times and speeds through the corridor are summarized in Table 11. The travel time and
speed includes stopped time at traffic signals.
Table 11: Travel Time and Speed (PM Peak Hour)
Direction on Boones
Ferry Road

Travel Time
(seconds)

Average Speed
(mph)

Northbound

156

21

Southbound

144

21

Future Corridor Conditions
The future Boones Ferry Road study corridor needs through the year of 2035 were projected
by building on the inventory and assessment of existing conditions and accounting for the
additional impact of forecasted travel demand associated with regional and local growth.
This section explains the underlying assumptions used in forecasting future trip growth and
identifies transportation system deficiencies through the year 2035, which will act as a
baseline for developing and prioritizing potential refinements to the adopted concept plan
for the corridor.
Lake Grove Village Center Plan
The LGVC Plan recommended a basic 82 foot right-of-way for mid-block sections, including
nine foot sidewalks with tree wells, five foot bike lanes in both directions, a 10 foot raised
landscaped median, and four 11 foot wide travel lanes. At signalized intersections, the
recommended right-of-way increased to 90 feet to accommodate U-turns. In addition, the
LGVC Plan recommended three additional intersections along Boones Ferry Road to be
signalized, at Lanewood Street, between Bryant-Firwood Road and Oakridge-Reese Road
(McDonalds driveway), and between Bryant-Firwood Road and Madrona Street (Wizer’s
Shopping Center). The recommendations of the LGVC Plan were used to analyze the future
corridor conditions, helping to identify the deficiencies of the adopted plan and to develop
potential refinements.
Future Traffic Volumes
To develop design hour volumes for the year 2035, a focused neighborhood travel demand
model was created for the Boones Ferry Road study corridor that included a base year
scenario for the year 2005 and a future year scenario for the year 2035. The existing year
model (2005) was used for calibration so assumptions regarding area land uses and trip
patterns can be checked against actual traffic counts. Once calibrated, the existing year
model acts as a foundation upon which growth assumptions are applied to reach desired
future year (2035) conditions.
For transportation forecasting, the land use data (dwelling units and employees) is grouped
into geographical areas called transportation analysis zones (TAZs) by Metro, which
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represent the sources of vehicle trip generation in the form of regional growth. To represent
local knowledge of growth potential and to more specifically represent land use in Lake
Oswego, the land use data was then re-allocated among the TAZs, creating trip tables for
the weekday p.m. peak hour. The trip tables were made to match potential origins with
destinations within (TAZs) and outside of (external nodes) the City. Trips were assigned to
area streets by the model, which looked for the most direct and fastest route between
points. Streets in the model were coded with speeds, capacities, and traffic controls (e.g.,
stop signs, signals, etc…) to help determine the attractiveness of each route.
The resulting volumes on network streets were compared to the actual volumes from traffic
counts to determine if the model was sufficiently calibrated and reasonably reflective of
actual traffic patterns in the study area. Using the volume assignments from these two
scenarios (2005 and 2035), a post-processing technique recommended in NCHRP Report
255, Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning and Design9 was employed to
forecast design hour volumes. In essence, this methodology applies the growth found to
occur between base year and future year scenarios and applies a portion of it to actual
traffic count data, accounting for time that has already passed between the base year
scenario and the date of the collected counts.
Between today and 2035, traffic volumes will increase around25 percent in the north end
and around 40 percent at the south end of the Boones Ferry Road corridor. Today, 15,000
vehicles rely on Boones Ferry Road each day in the south end of the corridor, and about
30,000 vehicles per day near Kruse Way. A combination of growth in regional ‘through’
traffic and local planned development will increase Boones Ferry Road traffic volumes to
23,000 at the south end of the corridor, and to near 36,000 vehicles per day at the north end
of the corridor.
Bryant Road traffic volumes also will grow significantly, from 12,000 vehicles today up to
16,000 by 2035.
Driveway Closures
Three scenarios of driveway closures were tested along the Boones Ferry Road corridor, a
base scenario that included all existing driveways, a scenario that closed a few driveways,
and a scenario that closed a lot of driveways. The analysis showed that as the amount of
driveways along the corridor is reduced, delay for vehicles is lowered. This increases the
desirability for vehicles to use Boones Ferry Road because of lower travel times, and
therefore increases traffic volumes through the corridor. The traffic volume increases on
Boones Ferry Road is likely traffic that was taking the shortest route in terms of travel times
and cutting through neighborhood streets to avoid Boones Ferry Road.
Non-Motor Vehicle System Evaluation
A major component of the adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan was to address existing
shortcomings in the facilities of the non-motor vehicle system. Using the adopted plan as a
9

Highway Traffic Data for Urbanized Area Project Planning and Design, National Cooperative Highway
Research Program, Report 255, TRB, Washington D.C., 1982.
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base, the non-motor vehicle system facilities were reviewed to determine if they address
the needs identified in the existing conditions chapter of this report, including pedestrian
crossings on Boones Ferry Road, pedestrian connectivity to major activity generators such
as the post office, schools, and large shopping centers, and improved bike travel.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
While there are existing sidewalks on both sides of Boones Ferry Road from Madrona Street
to Kruse Way, sidewalk width was a general concern that the LGVC Plan addressed by
recommending nine-foot sidewalks including tree wells or landscape planters. Although
Boones Ferry Road has sidewalks, connections from the neighborhoods are lacking. Arterial
and collector roadways should have sidewalks, and in the study area Firwood Road-Bryant
Road, Oakridge Road-Reese Road, and Quarry Road which connect the neighborhoods to
Boones Ferry Road do not have continuous sidewalks. Many of these streets also provide
connections to the major pedestrian activity generators such as the post office, schools, and
shopping centers along the Boones Ferry Road, enhancing the importance of sidewalks on
these facilities. In addition, adequate crossing opportunities on Boones Ferry Road are not
available in existing conditions. This was addressed in the LGVC Plan by adding traffic
signals at Lanewood Street, Driveway 27/28 (McDonalds), and a signal south of Firwood
Road-Bryant Road which provides pedestrian crossings. In addition, four mid-block
pedestrian crossings were proposed at Red Cedar Way, between the planned McDonalds
signal and Oakridge-Reese Road, Quarry
Road, and at Madrona Street. While the
mid-block pedestrian crossings are
proposed to be unsignalized, they could
potentially be a signal-controlled
pedestrian crossing (HAWK signal) as
shown in the image to the right. The
signal is only activated when a pedestrian
wants to cross the street, and would be
synchronized with the coordinated traffic
signals to avoid major interruption in
traffic flow through the corridor.
In existing conditions Boones Ferry Road lacked bicycle lanes through the entire corridor.
Bicycle facilities were addressed in the LGVC Plan by recommending five foot bike lanes on
both sides of Boones Ferry Road. Connectivity in the bicycle network is still lacking with no
connections to the surrounding neighborhoods, including on arterial and collector
roadways.
Pedestrian Safety
The potential for conflicts between pedestrians and motor vehicles entering a driveway was
evaluated during the PM peak hour under existing conditions. Along Boones Ferry Road,
traffic is expected to increase in 2035 and thus driveway volumes could also be expected to
increase slightly. Using the same index, the locations expected to have the greatest
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likelihood of conflicts in 2035 are Lanewood Street, Douglas Way, Red Cedar Way, Collins
Way, and driveway numbers 14 (Post Office entrance north of Oakridge Drive), 28
(McDonalds), 31 (Across from Boones Ferry Road from Quarry Road), 32 (Albertson’s
Driveway), 38 (Wizer’s Center), 40 (Starbucks Coffee location south of Bryant Road), and 45
(bank location north of Madrona Street). None of these locations have deceleration turn
lanes for vehicles entering the driveway, therefore, vehicles enter at higher speeds and have
a greater likelihood to conflict with pedestrians. In addition, more traffic will be turning right
to enter the driveways because of the median, arriving behind the pedestrian instead of
ahead and increasing the potential for drivers and pedestrians to not see one another.
Motor Vehicle System Evaluation
The analysis of forecasted conditions in the year 2035 was completed with the
transportation infrastructure improvements recommended in the adopted Lake Grove
Village Plan. This provides for a “needs assessment” that can be used to identify and
prioritize motor vehicle improvements. Using these assumptions, the 2035 traffic volumes
were applied to study area intersections and re-analyzed, using the same methodology
employed for existing conditions to assess future operations.
Future Intersection Operations
Table 12 displays the results of this analysis. As shown, most of the study intersections will
continue to operate within adopted mobility standards. The intersection of Boones Ferry
Road/ Lanewood Street is improved with the additional of a signal, and the intersections of
Red Cedar Way and Collins Way with Boones Ferry Road are improved with the addition of a
median which limits left-turn movements.
In the future, as traffic demand and congestion increases, operations at the signalized
intersection of Boones Ferry Road/ Bryant-Firwood Road will be degraded further. In
addition, the unsignalized intersection of Boones Ferry Road/ Madrona Street will fail to
meet the mobility standards. Level of service calculations are provided in the appendix.
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Table 12: Future 2035 Intersection Performance
2009 Existing Conditions
Intersection

V/C Ratio

Level of
Service

2035 Future Conditions
V/C Ratio

Level of
Service

Traffic Signal Controlled Intersections
Driveway 39/40 (Wizer’s Center)*

-

-

0.51

A

0.80

C

1.08

D

-

-

0.67

B

Boones Ferry Rd / Reese Rd-Oakridge Rd

0.64

B

0.88

C

Boones Ferry Rd / Lanewood St*

0.62

A/F

0.78

B

Boones Ferry Rd / Mercantile Dr

0.56

B

0.80

B

Boones Ferry Rd / Kruse Way

0.65

B

0.85

C

Boones Ferry Rd / Bryant Rd-Firwood Rd
Driveway 27/28 (McDonalds)*

Stop Controlled Side Street Approaches
Boones Ferry Rd / Madrona St

0.27

A/C

1.37

C/F

Boones Ferry Rd / Quarry Rd

0.39

A/C

0.46

A/C

Boones Ferry Rd / Douglas Way

0.27

A/C

0.40

A/C

Boones Ferry Rd / Red Cedar Way

0.45

A/F

0.16

A/B

Boones Ferry Rd / Collins Way

0.31

A/F

0.38

A/B

Notes: A / B = Major Street LOS / Minor Street LOS
*Intersection was unsignalized under 2009 Existing Conditions
Bolded Red shading indicates performance measure is nearing or exceeding mobility standard

Future Motor Vehicle Queuing
To get a better understanding of future traffic operations in 2035, an analysis of vehicle
queues at study intersection approaches was performed to supplement the capacity
analysis. An estimate of the 95th percentile vehicle queue for each of the study intersection
approach movements was made using SimTraffic modeling software.
Under the adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan, the turn lane storage lengths at several
intersections will either be inadequate or the turn lanes will be frequently blocked by
through traffic, leaving them underutilized. Areas where excessive queues were found are
provided below.
Boones Ferry Road at Firwood Road – Bryant Road
 The southbound left queue on Boones Ferry Road to Bryant Road spills back through
the proposed signalized intersection at Driveway 27/28 (McDonalds).
 The northbound left queue on Boones Ferry Road to Firwood Road exceeds the
storage length.
 The westbound right queue on Bryant Road to Boones Ferry Road exceeds available
storage length and is often blocked by the queue for the through/left travel lane.
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The eastbound left queue on Firwood Road to Boones Ferry Road exceeds available
storage length.

Boones Ferry Road at Reese Road – Oakridge Road
 The northbound left queue on Boones Ferry Road to Oakridge Road exceeds the
storage length.
 The southbound left queue on Boones Ferry Road to Reese Road exceeds the
storage length.
Boones Ferry Road at Mercantile Drive
 The southbound queue on Boones Ferry Road spills back through the intersection at
Kruse Way.
 The northbound left queue on Boones Ferry Road to Mercantile Drive exceeds the
storage length.
Boones Ferry Road at Kruse Way
 The northbound left queues on Boones Ferry Road to Kruse Way exceed the storage
lengths.
Future Corridor Travel Times
An estimate of the future Boones Ferry Road corridor travel times in 2035 under the
adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan was made using SimTraffic modeling software.
Future corridor travel time results are summarized in Table 13. Travel times in the
northbound direction are expected to increase by about two minutes with the average
speed decreasing to about eleven miles per hour. In the southbound direction travel times
are expected to increase less than two minutes with the average speed decreasing to about
twelve miles per hour. The increase in travel times, and lowering of the average speed is
likely a result of increased traffic congestion and more stopped delay at the new signalized
intersections.
Table 13: Future Corridor Travel Times
Travel Time (seconds)
Direction on Boones Ferry Road

Average Speed (miles per hour)

2009*

2035**

2009*

2035**

Northbound

156

277

21

10.7

Southbound

144

245

21

12.0

*
**

Six travel time runs were performed in each direction in July of 2009
Travel times and speed forecasted with SimTraffic

Future Neighborhood Traffic Volumes
To gauge the approximate effect the adopted LGVC plan is expected to have on
neighborhood streets in study area, traffic volumes were compared with and without the
adopted plan in 2035. It was found that traffic volumes on nearly all neighborhood streets
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will increase slightly with the adopted LGVC Plan. Because of the high traffic volumes along
Boones Ferry Road and other nearby arterial roadways, many of the neighborhood streets
provide more attractive travel routes in terms of travel times. However, it is important to
note that the traffic volumes on neighborhood streets will increase with or without the
LGVC Plan, and that the increase with the plan is small beyond no plan. A summary of the
changes in traffic volumes with and without the adopted LGVC Plan through the Lake
Forest, Lake Grove and Waluga neighborhoods is provided below.
Lake Forest Neighborhood
With the adopted LGVC Plan, small traffic increases are expected beyond the volumes
without the LGVC Plan in the Lake Forest Neighborhood along Madrona Street, Waluga
Drive, Firwood Road, and Oakridge Road as shown in Table 14. The traffic increase along
Waluga Drive is expected to be in the southbound direction from Carmen Drive to Madrona
Street, in both directions of Oakridge Road from Waluga Drive to Quarry Road, and in the
westbound direction of Firwood Road between Boones Ferry Road and Waluga Drive. A
noticeable trend in traffic patterns in the Lake Forest Neighborhood is that traffic in the
southbound direction originating at Carmen Drive and Kruse Way are utilizing
neighborhood routes including Waluga Drive, Oakridge Road, and other routes in the
Waluga Neighborhood as an alternative route to Boones Ferry Road. The travel route via
Waluga Drive and Madrona Street generally provides a straight shot for traffic originating
northwest of the study area and looking for an alternative route from eastbound Kruse Way
to southbound Boones Ferry Road.
Table 14: Lake Forest Future 2035 Neighborhood PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Road

2035
(Without LGVC* Plan)

Location

2035
(With LGVC* Plan)

Neighborhood Collector Streets
Firwood Road
Oakridge Road
Waluga Drive

East of Waluga Drive

590

+ 30

West of Waluga Drive

30

-10

East of Quarry Road

540

+0

West of Quarry Road

355

+70

North of Firwood Road

560

+80

East of Waluga Drive

220

+ 70

West of Waluga Drive

20

+0

North of Madrona Street

220

+70

Local Streets
Madrona Street
Waluga Drive

*LGVC= Lake Grove Village Center

Lake Grove Neighborhood
In the Lake Grove Neighborhood a 40% increase in traffic with the adopted LGVC Plan is
expected along Lanewood Street over traffic volumes without the plan, generally in the
westbound direction. Traffic from Upper Drive that would normally travel via Lake Grove
Avenue is diverting to Lanewood Street to avoid the Boones Ferry Road / Reese Road
intersection and using the new signal at the Boones Ferry Road / Lanewood Street
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intersection to travel southbound on Boones Ferry Road. As a result, traffic in the
westbound direction along Lake Grove Avenue is expected to decrease. The traffic increase
in the westbound direction of Lanewood Street is due to the new traffic signal making the
left turn from Lanewood Street onto southbound Boones Ferry Road more attractive by
reducing travel times. The signal actually increases delay for all other turn movements,
making them less desirable as drivers can easily take these routes without a signal, and as a
result traffic volumes actually decrease slightly in the eastbound direction of Lanewood
Street. The eastbound traffic decrease seen at Lanewood Street is actually rerouting to use
eastbound Lake Grove Avenue, although the net traffic volume change still decreases on
Lake Grove Avenue because of the decline in westbound travel. The traffic volume changes
can be seen in Table 15.
Table 15: Lake Grove Future 2035 Neighborhood PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Road

2035
(Without LGVC* Plan)

Location

2035
(With LGVC* Plan)

Neighborhood Collector Streets
North of Lake Grove Avenue

560

+ 20

South of Lake Grove Avenue

408

+0

East of Reese Road

410

-10

East of Boones Way

460

+30

West of Boones Way

370

+150

Red Cedar Way

West of Boones Way

230

+ 10

Sunset Drive

North of Bryant Road

50

+0

Boones Way

North of Lanewood Street

125

-60

Reese Road
Lake Grove Avenue

Local Streets
Lanewood Street

*LGVC= Lake Grove Village Center

Waluga Neighborhood
In the Waluga Neighborhood traffic is expected to increase with the adopted Lake Grove
Village Center Plan along Quarry Road, Douglas Way, Oakridge Road, and Firwood Road as
shown in Table 15. The traffic increase will generally be in the eastbound direction of
Douglas Way, the northbound direction of Quarry Road between Douglas Way and Boones
Ferry Road, and both directions of Oakridge Road between Waluga Drive and Quarry Road.
A noticeable trend is that drivers are taking neighborhood routes between Firwood Road
and Kruse Way to save on travel times and to avoid potential bottlenecks on Boones Ferry
Road. All other traffic patterns generally remain the same in the Waluga Neighborhood.
Table 16: Waluga Future 2035 Neighborhood PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes
Road

Location

2035
(Without LGVC* Plan)

2035
(With LGVC* Plan)

Neighborhood Collector Streets
Firwood Road
Quarry Road

East of Waluga Drive

590

+ 30

West of Waluga Drive

30

-10

North of Oakridge Road

640

+60
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Oakridge Road

South of Oakridge Road

220

+ 40

East of Quarry Road

540

+0

West of Quarry Road

355

+70

East of Hallmark Drive

170

+ 50

West of Hallmark Drive

150

+60

East of Hallmark Drive

60

+0

Local Streets
Douglas Way
Collins Way

*LGVC= Lake Grove Village Center

Business Access
With the addition of a median through the Boones Ferry Road corridor, alternative access to
businesses located at midblock locations must be provided. This section discusses the
access opportunities for customers via passenger cars and deliveries via large trucks.
Customer Access
With left turn access to/from many properties being limited by the median, provision for Uturns is essential. In the Boones Ferry Road corridor, U-turns are accommodated at
signalized intersections. To accommodate the
turning needs of vehicles, the provision of Uturns may require modifications to the
intersection curb-returns to provide additional
width. This could be done by flaring out the
corner of the intersection as shown in the
diagram to the right (taken from ODOT
Highway Design Manual, Ch. 5). While this
treatment could be effective for passenger cars,
it would not be suitable for accommodating
large freight trucks. Therefore, large trucks
would be required to turn around as needed using parallel routes.
To maximize the utility of customer access via signalized intersections and enhance the
mobility on Boones Ferry Road, driveways should be shared by multiple properties, with
inter-parcel circulation provided through easements and circulating roadways or alley-ways.
Truck Access
Efficient truck movement plays a vital role in the economical movement of raw materials
and finished products to the businesses along Boones Ferry Road. Since large trucks and
vehicles are unable to make u-turns at signalized intersections, access to properties that are
not located adjacent to the signals must be identified. This access will be provided by
identifying locations for large trucks to turn around at each end of the corridor without
impacting the residential neighborhoods.
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For trucks traveling northbound on Boones Ferry Road, a turnaround for large trucks is
available at Mercantile Drive via Kruse Way. For trucks traveling southbound on Boones
Ferry Road, no feasible truck turnarounds are available in the study corridor without having
an impact on residential neighborhoods. The closest turnaround available for large trucks
without impacting residential neighborhoods is over a half mile south of Madrona Street, at
Willow Lane via Pilkington Road.
U-turn Analysis
A turning movement analysis was performed to determine the impacts of three different
types of vehicles making U-turns at the intersections of Bryant Road and Mercantile Drive
under the adopted LGVC Plan. Both locations were able to accommodate a typical
AASHTO passenger car u-turn without impacts to the roadway width or encroaching into
adjacent travel lanes. The City of Lake Oswego Fire Department provided the dimensions
of their typical fire truck for use in the U-turn analysis as well. The fire truck would have
impacts to the opposite curb radii at both intersections (see Figure 12 in the Appendix),
however this could possibly be avoided by encroaching into the adjacent lanes, which may
be acceptable since this would be for emergency use. The third vehicle analyzed was a
standard AASHTO single unit truck. The U-turn movement by the truck would result in
significant impacts to the opposite curb radii at both intersections and require significant
right of way takes and impacts to the surrounding property owners.
Deficiencies Identified in the Adopted Lake Grove Village Center Plan
The elements of the adopted LGVC Plan that appear to not adequately meet the demands
of the non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle systems along the Boones Ferry Road corridor
are summarized below.
Non- Motor Vehicle System
Deficiencies in the non-motor vehicle system include:
 Sidewalk connections from Boones Ferry Road to the surrounding neighborhoods
are lacking. Sidewalks should be added to all arterial and collector roadways
including Firwood Road-Bryant Road, Oakridge Road-Reese Road, and Quarry Road
to provide neighborhood connections to Boones Ferry Road and major pedestrian
activity centers such as the post office, schools, and large shopping centers.
 Pedestrian crossing opportunities at mid-block locations and signalized intersections
should be evaluated to provide the best pedestrian connectivity across Boones Ferry
Road.
 Bicycle connections from Boones Ferry Road to the surrounding neighborhoods are
lacking. Bicycle lanes should be added to arterial and collector roadways where
feasible including Firwood Road-Bryant Road, Oakridge Road-Reese Road, and
Quarry Road to provide neighborhood connections to Boones Ferry Road.
 Potential for decreased pedestrian safety at driveways. Driveways noted with the
greatest likelihood of conflicts between pedestrians and motor vehicles in 2035
should be evaluated for potential access or circulation improvements.
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Motor Vehicle System
Deficiencies in the motor vehicle system include:
 The signalized intersection at Boones Ferry Road / Bryant-Firwood Road has a
performance measure that is nearing the adopted mobility standard. This
intersection is creating a bottleneck within the coordinated signals along the Boones
Ferry Road corridor because of the high turning and side street volumes limiting the
green time for northbound and southbound Boones Ferry Road.
 The unsignalized intersection at Boones Ferry Road / Madrona Street exceeds the
adopted mobility standard in 2035 (v/c 1.1 / LOS E) and is expected to operate at v/c
1.37 and LOS F on the Madrona approach. Vehicles on Madrona Street will have very
long delays for making left-turns onto Boones Ferry Road, which is indicated by the
Volume-to-Capacity ratio exceeding 1.0.
 The proposed traffic signal into Wizer’s Shopping Center serves very limited
functional uses, and is very close to Bryant Road, which impacts traffic progression.
In addition, the plan does not call for traffic signal at Madrona Street, which could
help alleviate local access issues and improve intersection operations. These signals
should be reviewed for possible refinements.
 Queuing at several of the signalized intersections along Boones Ferry Road will
exceed the available turn lane storage lengths. The queues exceed storage lengths in
at least one of the approaches at the Firwood-Bryant Road, Reese-Oakridge Road,
Mercantile, and Kruse Way intersections with Boones Ferry Road.
 Traffic volumes along neighborhood collectors and local streets in the Lake Forest,
Lake Grove, and Waluga Neighborhoods are expected to increase with the adopted
LGVC Plan. The difference in neighborhood traffic volumes without the LGVC plan
and with the LGVC Plan is minimal, as much of the traffic increase will occur with or
without the plan. Traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures should
be evaluated.
 With the provision of the median, providing customer access to businesses along the
corridor via U-turns, shared driveways, and inter-parcel circulation through
easements and circulating roadways or alley-ways is essential. Opportunities need
to be identified for access to businesses via driveway consolidation, circulating
roadways or alleyways, or provision of U-turns. Several mid-block businesses south
of the proposed Wizer’s Shopping Center have limited access east of Boones Ferry
Road.
 Trucks traveling southbound on Boones Ferry Road do not have a location within the
study corridor to turnaround without impacting residential neighborhoods.
Opportunities need to be identified for a signalized public street turnaround for large
trucks at the south end of the study corridor.
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Findings and Recommendations
To address the deficiencies of the non-motor vehicle and motor vehicle systems along the
Boones Ferry Road corridor with the adopted LGVC Plan, potential refinements were
identified. The following sections identify preferred and other potential mitigations to be
considered for each segment of the Boones Ferry Road corridor. The preferred and other
potential mitigations were developed with consideration of the analysis conducted for the
Boones Ferry Road corridor and surrounding neighborhoods.

Madrona Street to Firwood Road-Bryant Road
Recommended mitigations to the adopted Lake Grove Village Plan between Madrona
Street and Firwood Road-Bryant Road are discussed in this section and shown in Figure 8. In
addition, other refinements to be considered are outlined.
Recommended Refinements
 Add traffic signal at Madrona Street, and remove plan for traffic signal at Wizer’s
Shopping Center (Driveway #40), serving shopping center and bank.
Adding a signal, a left turn pocket on southbound Boones Ferry Road and allowing
U-turns will provide business access to properties on the east side of Boones Ferry
Road that would lack access with the signal at Wizer’s Shopping Center (Driveway
#40). The signal at Madrona helps alleviate local access issues, improves intersection
operations, offers another signalized pedestrian crossing, and provides greater
spacing between the Firwood-Bryant Road intersection. The intersection is expected
to operate with a v/c of 0.57 and LOS A.
With the signal, traffic volumes on Madrona Street and Waluga Drive actually
decrease overall. While the signal increases traffic making lefts from Madrona Street
to northbound Boones Ferry Road, it is countered with a decrease in southbound
Boones Ferry Road traffic turning right onto Madrona Street. This is traffic
originating at the former Wizer’s Shopping Center signal that is now using Bryant
Road/Firwood Road to get to Waluga Drive.


Plan for backage road that spans back side of commercial properties between
Madrona Street and Bryant Road, opposite Sunset Drive; would require property
dedication and cross-easements amongst commercial property owners.
The backage road could function as an alley or local street. It would provide a
location for southbound large trucks to turn around to access businesses on the east
side of Boones Ferry Road. It could also provide an opportunity to consolidate
driveways on Boones Ferry Road, with potential new accesses on the backage road
for businesses south of the Wizer’s Shopping Center. The backage road would also
ease congestion at the Firwood Road-Bryant Road / Boones Ferry Road intersection.
Traffic on Bryant Road to and from southbound Boones Ferry Road could use this
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connection to the new Madrona Street signal instead of using the congested
Firwood Road-Bryant Road / Boones Ferry Road intersection.
Add a second left turn pocket for southbound Boones Ferry Road onto Bryant Road,
and extend northbound left turn pocket.
This improves the operations at the intersection to a v/c of 0.79 and LOS C, and will
allow for modification of the traffic signal to operate more efficiently. It also reduces
the bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the left turn
lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The second left turn pocket
requires a drop lane to be added to eastbound Bryant Road to handle the dual left
turn lanes, and would require curb radius modifications at the northeast corner of
the intersection to allow for U-turns for the inside left turn pocket lane. The drop
lane will end about 150 feet south of the alley.
The required storage length of the dual southbound left turn lanes is 275 feet, and
the northbound left turn pocket is 200 feet. This refinement could have right-of-way
implications at the northeast corner of the intersection, and south side of Bryant
Road.



Provide deceleration lane for northbound Boones Ferry Road into Wizer’s shopping
center; would require closure of existing driveway (Driveway #40, near Starbucks)
and reconfiguration of parking lot layout.
This would serve the high motor vehicle volumes turning into this driveway, allowing
vehicles to slow down in a lane separate from through traffic before they make the
turn. This improves safety and delay on Boones Ferry Road as through traffic does
not have to slow down for turning vehicles, and improves pedestrian safety at the
driveway as vehicles will be slowing and have a better chance to notice a pedestrian.



Provide mid-block pedestrian crossing approximately 400 feet south of Bryant Road
(in place of the initially proposed traffic signal at Wizer’s Shopping Center); could be
a signal-controlled pedestrian crossing (HAWK signal).
This would provide a legal pedestrian crossing opportunity between the Firwood
Road-Bryant Road and Madrona Street traffic signals, reducing the distance for a
pedestrian to travel out of way to cross. The traffic signal was replaced here because
it is to close and interferes with the Firwood-Bryant Road traffic signal, and serves to
few functional purposes.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 To better meet minimum congestion standards at Boones Ferry Road and Bryant
Road, consider widening the Bryant Road approach to add a separate left-turn
pocket; which will allow for modification of the traffic signal for more efficient
operation. This gives more traffic signal green time to Boones Ferry, which reduces
congestion and queuing. This could have right-of-way impact to the north side of
Bryant Road.
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Another alternative to be considered for the southbound left turn pocket on Boones
Ferry Road to Bryant Road is a single left turn lane on Boones Ferry Road,
lengthened to the required storage length of 500 feet. This will result in a narrower
median width to the north, and impact the pedestrian crossing at Quarry Road.
The last alternative to be considered for the southbound left turn pocket on Boones
Ferry Road to Bryant Road is also a dual left turn lane, but with the original median
width. This requires additional widening along Boones Ferry Road to the north to
accommodate the second left turn lane. Shifting tapers would also be required to
move the southbound through lanes to the north for the length of the dual left turn
lanes. This would impact all of the property owners on the west side of Boones Ferry
Road between the Wizer’s shopping center driveway to the south, and Oakridge
Road to the north. The second left turn pocket requires a drop lane to be added to
eastbound Bryant Road to handle the dual left turn lanes, and will end about 150 feet
south of the alley. There could also be impacts to the property owners along the
south side of Bryant Road. Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c in the appendix show the three
concepts for the southbound left turn pocket to Bryant Road.
Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Waluga
Drive and Firwood Road to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in the surrounding
neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be there with or
without the LGVC plan.
Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Firwood Road-Bryant Road to provide
pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding neighborhoods to Boones
Ferry Road.
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Firwood Road-Bryant Road to Reese Road-Oakridge Road
A discussion of the recommended mitigations and other possible refinements to the
adopted Lake Grove Village Plan between Firwood Road-Bryant Road and Oakridge RoadReese Road are discussed in this section. The recommended mitigations are also shown in
Figure 9.
Recommended Refinements:
 Extend the existing alleyway east of Boones Ferry Road (north of Bryant Road) to
adjacent properties to the north.
Plan for an extension of the existing alleyway east of Boones Ferry Road to serve
more properties; consolidate driveways onto Boones Ferry Road as properties redevelop. While it would be desirable to extend the alleyway to Reese Road for motor
vehicle circulation purposes, neighbors are opposed to this, and so the alleyway is
only proposed to be extended to provide alternative access to businesses and not to
Reese Road.


Consolidate driveways and provide inter-parcel circulation on the west side of
Boones Ferry Road at the planned McDonalds signal.
Plan for circulating roadways and driveway connections west of the planned
McDonald’s signal to give more businesses direct access to the signal, and decrease
the number of driveways on Boones Ferry Road. This will require easements
between the businesses on the west side of Boones Ferry Road at the planned
McDonald’s signal.



Extend northbound and southbound left turn pockets at Oakridge Road-Reese Road.
This reduces bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the
left turn lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The required
storage length of the both the northbound and southbound left turn lanes is 200
feet.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Quarry
Road, and Oakridge Road-Reese Road to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in
the surrounding neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be
there with or without the LGVC plan.
 Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Quarry Road, and Oakridge RoadReese Road to provide pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding
neighborhoods to Boones Ferry Road.
 Consider signal-controlled HAWK signals for the planned mid-block pedestrian
crossings north of Quarry Road, and between the planned McDonald’s signal and
Reese Road-Oakridge Road.
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Reese Road-Oakridge Road to Kruse Way
A discussion of the recommended mitigations and other possible refinements to the
adopted Lake Grove Village Plan between Oakridge Road-Reese Road and Kruse Way are
discussed in this section. The recommended mitigations are also shown in Figure 10.
Recommended Refinements:
 Extend northbound left turn pocket at Mercantile Drive.
This reduces bottlenecks on Boones Ferry Road by eliminating the queues from the
left turn lanes that would overflow into the through travel lanes. The required
storage length of the northbound left turn lanes is 200 feet.


Provide deceleration lane for southbound Boones Ferry Road into the post office;
would likely require acquisition of commercial property immediately north of post
office.
This would serve the high motor vehicle volumes turning into this driveway, allowing
vehicles to slow down in a lane separate from through traffic before they make the
turn. This improves safety and delay on Boones Ferry Road as through traffic does
not have to slow down for turning vehicles, and improves pedestrian safety at the
driveway as vehicles will be slowing and have a better chance to notice a pedestrian.
The deceleration lane would likely impact the building located on the property to the
north of the post office.



Consider a signal-controlled HAWK signal for the planned mid-block pedestrian
crossing at Red Cedar Way.
This would improve the safety of pedestrians crossing Boones Ferry Road with the
high traffic volumes, and would only affect traffic when a pedestrian wants to cross.
The location of this mid-block pedestrian crossing to the school means more school
aged kids could be using it.

Other Refinements to Consider:
 Modify vehicle access at west leg of new Lanewood Street intersection, to allow for
two-way circulation for approximately 100 feet. This will provide vehicle circulation
behind commercial properties to the north, and connect to Douglas Way.
 Consider traffic calming and cut-through traffic mitigation measures on Lanewood
Street, and Douglas Way to slow down or deter cut-through traffic in the
surrounding neighborhoods. The cut-through traffic, although minimal, will be there
with or without the LGVC plan.
 Consider adding sidewalks and bike lanes on Lanewood Street, and Douglas Way to
provide pedestrian and bicycle connections from the surrounding neighborhoods to
Boones Ferry Road and Lake Grove Elementary School.
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Project Phasing
The implementation of the Boones Ferry Road improvements is expected to occur through
several phases. Areas that have the greatest safety concerns with accident rates higher than
statewide averages and areas that will likely have the least impacts to existing businesses
are expected to be completed in the earlier phases. The first phase of the project is
expected to be from the north end of the corridor to a few hundred feet south of Lanewood
Street. This segment of Boones Ferry Road has a high crash rate and will likely have the
least impact to existing businesses. The second phase is expected to be from the south end
of the corridor to just north of Quarry Road. This section of Boones Ferry Road has the
highest crash rate for the corridor, but has more businesses and driveways in the area. The
final phase is expected to be from just south of Lanewood Street to just north of Quarry
Road. This section of Boones Ferry Road has the highest density of businesses and
driveways.
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